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T200 Deck and Driveway Cleaner  
Cleaning a large area such as a deck with regular 
spray wand can be time consuming and may  
leave behind streaks. The T200 cleans an 11”  
area with every pass and eliminates streaks by  
keeping its nozzles at a fixed height from the  
surface. The T200 employs dual spray nozzles  
which spin at high speed for optimum,  
professional cleaning results. Safe to use on  
wood and composite decks 
PN: 2.642-188.0  
 

PS40 Powerscrubber 
The hard surface PS40 Power Scrubber has  
three integrated high pressure nozzles and a  
stiff bristle design for removing stubborn dirt  
and stains quickly and efficiently. Suitable for  
a wide variety of hard surfaces and ideal for  
scrubbing concrete, pool areas, steps and  
hard to reach areas.  
PN: 2.642-582.0

T-400 Deck and Driveway  
PLUS Edge Cleaner 
For cleaning surfaces and edges such as  
patios, decks and driveways without splash  
back, there is no better solution than Kärcher’s  
T400 Deck and Driveway PLUS Edge Cleaner.  
The T400 cleans an 11” area with every pass  
and eliminates streaks by keeping its nozzles  
at a fixed height from the surface. For additional 
power and effective cleaning of corners and  
edges, simply switch cleaning mode from  
“surface cleaner” to “edge cleaner” quickly  
and easily. The T400 employs dual spray  
nozzles which spin at a high speed and is also 
equipped with a power nozzle specifically  
designed to spray along edges and in corners,  
cleaning both wide areas and edges   
Safe for use on wood and composite decks  
PN: TBD 
 

Deck & Driveway (Electric Units)
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Standard Wash Brush 
Made with extra soft synthetic bristles that are safe 
for all painted surfaces. Automatically dispenses  
detergent to help remove dirt and grime. Ideal for 
use on cars, trucks, motorcycles, boats, patio  
furniture and other delicate surfaces. Easily  
attaches to the trigger gun.   
PN: 2.640-740.0 
 
Rotating Wash Brush 
Incoming water pressure causes inner brushes  
to rotate, providing the right amount of agitation to 
easily remove stubborn dirt and debris. Detergent 
dispenses through the brush providing even  
distribution and effortless cleaning of most flat  
surfaces...excellent for use on cars, boats,  
house siding, patio furniture, shutters, windows  
and more.  
PN: 2.643-005.0 
 
Wheel Rim Brush 
An ideal accessory for cleaning wheel rims and 
spokes. The high quality bristles clean hard to  
reach wheel areas on vehicles, motorcycles,  
bicycles and more. Featuring an ergonomic  
handle, this brush also automatically dispenses 
detergent reducing the amount of time and effort  
it takes to get your wheels clean.  
PN: 2.642-186.0 
 
Adjustable Rotating Wash Brush 
Incoming water pressure causes inner brushes to  
rotate, providing the right amount of agitation to  
easily remove stubborn dirt and debris. Detergent  
dispenses through the brush providing even  
distribution and effortless cleaning. The 180°  
adjustable joint on handle makes it the perfect  
accessory for cleaning hard to reach areas and  
is excellent for use on cars, boats, house siding,  
patio furniture, shutters, windows and more.  
• Dial to adjust speed and detergent flow 
• Easy to replace bristles 
PN: TBD

Brushes (Electric Units)
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Right Angle Wand 
Ideal for cleaning wheel wells, vehicle roofs, and other hard-to-reach 
areas. The 90° angle on the end of this metal wand (30” long assembled) 
makes it easy to clean the roof area of trucks and SUV’s, as well as  
remove mud and other debris from wheel wells. Great for cleaning  
gutters, especially when paired with a Kärcher extension wand.  
PN: 2.640-741.0 
 
Four Piece Extension Wand 
Increase your reach by up to 66” with this extension wand. Four  
aluminum sections combine to create lengths of 33”, 51” or 66”  
fully assembled. Attaches easily and securely to the trigger gun  
of your Kärcher pressure washer.  
PN: 2.640-746.0 
 
Telescopic Wand 
Allows you to clean difficult to reach areas. With up to 13 feet in length, 
the telescopic wand will enable you to clean second story windows, 
shutters and siding. Its balanced, ergonomic design makes it incredibly 
easy to handle.   
PN: 2.640-746.0 
 

Foam Nozzle Wand 
Ideal for applying a thick heavy foam on all surfaces, especially vehicles. 
Connects directly to the trigger gun. Fits most Kärcher pressure washers 
up to 2300 PSI.  
PN: 2.642-580.0

Chassis Cleaner 
The Chassis Cleaner is designed to reach the underside of vehicles and 
remove corrosive sediments deposited over time. A build-up of salt, oil,  
or mud can cause severe long term damage to any vehicle if left untreated. 
The Chassis Cleaner is designed with dual upward pointing spray nozzles  
which spin at a high speed to safely clean your vehicle chassis.  
PN: TBD 

Wands (Electric Units)
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25ft Pipe Cleaning Kit 
The pipe cleaner uses four backward firing high 
pressure water jets to propel itself through  
pipes and downspouts while breaking up and  
evacuating built-up debris and grime. The kink 
resistant flexible hose includes measurement  
markings and a ring to indicate your progress.  
Connect directly to the trigger gun.  
PN: 2.642-183.0 
 
Wet Sandblasting Kit 
Attach the kit to your pressure washer, add  
abrasive material and attack rust and paint  
with our eco-friendly alternative. Includes a  
pair of goggles. Not for use on delicate  
surfaces.   
PN: 2.638-792.0 
 
Universal Brush Kit  
(also works with Gas) 
Our Universal Wash Brush Kit includes a  
Soft Bristle Wash Brush, a Rotating Wash  
Brush and a set of five adapters which allow  
the brushes to be used with most pressure  
washers with a water flow of 4.0 GPM (gallons  
per minute) or less, including all Kärcher  
electric and gasoline pressure washers.   
PN: 2.614-222.0

25ft Extension Hose 
Connects directly to the high pressure water  
outlet on your pressure washer and to your  
existing high pressure hose on the other end.  
Fits most Kärcher electric pressure washers  
up to 2000 PSI. Select your connection  
type below. 

Quick Connect:  PN: 2.642-588.0

Clip Style: PN: 2.642-587.0 
 

Specialty Kits (Electric Units)

Hose (Electric Units)



Clip Connection

Quick Connect

Trigger Gun:   
Available in: Quick Connect and Clip Connection 
Quick Connect: PN: 2.642-581.0   
Clip Connect: PN: 2.642-580.0 
 
Replacement Trigger Gun  
Kit w/ 25’ Hose 
25 ft. Quick Connect high-pressure hose easily  
and securely attaches to the trigger gun. Included 
is a Quick Connect adapter that permits rapid  
attachment of the high-pressure hose. You can 
leave the Quick Connect adapter attached to  
your pressure washer for ongoing convenience. 
Trigger Gun is designed to work with Kärcher  
electric pressure washers up to 2000 PSI.  
Note: Not compatible with pressure washers  
with an onboard hose reel. 
PN: 2.642-182.0 
 
DirtBlaster® Wand 
The DirtBlaster® uses patented technology to 
increase the effective pressure of your Kärcher 
electric pressure washer by up to 50%. It is ideal 
for areas where more intense cleaning is needed. 
PN: 2.642-214.0 
 
Vario Power Wand 
Allows you to easily switch between low and high 
pressure, and everything between, while you clean. 
Simply dial in the desired amount of pressure right 
on the wand. Automatically dispenses detergent at 
the low pressure setting.  
PN: 2.642-191.0 
 
25ft Replacement Hose 
Fits Kärcher electric pressure washers up to  
2000 PSI. Select your connection type below. 
Quick Connect: PN: 2.642-583.0 
Clip Connect: PN: 2.640-850.0 
 

O-Ring Set  
(Use for Electric and Gas Units) 
Easily replace your pressure washer’s O-rings. Set 
includes O-rings for the high pressure hose and 
attachments including spray wands, brushes and 
more.   
PN: 2.641-005.0

Replacement Items (Electric Units)
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T350 Large Surface Area Cleaner 
The T350 works with Kärcher gasoline pressure  
washers rated 2400-2650 PSI and is recommended  
for cleaning surfaces such as patios, decks and  
driveways. The T350 cleans an 11” area with every  
pass and eliminates streaks by keeping its nozzles  
at a fixed height from the surface. The T350  
employs dual spray nozzles which spin at high  
speed for optimum, professional cleaning results.  
Safe for use on wood and composite decks  
PN: 2.642-580.0

Universal Brush Kit  
(also works with Electric)  
Our Universal Wash Brush Kit includes a Soft  
Bristle Wash Brush, a Rotating Wash Brush and  
a set of five adapters which allow the brushes  
to be used with most pressure washers with a  
water flow of 4.0 GPM (gallons per minute) or  
less, including all Kärcher electric and gasoline  
pressure washers.   
PN: 2.614-222.0 

The World’s Largest Manufacturer of Pressure Washers

Deck & Driveway (Gas Units)

Specialty Kit (Gas Units)



5 Pc Quick Connect Nozzles 
The Kärcher 5-piece Nozzle Kit is available for  
gas powered pressure washers and designed with  
our quick connect system for added convenience.  
The kit offers a wide range of stream patterns that  
include: 0° (Concentrated Pencil Jet), 15° (High  
Performance), 25° (Multi-Purpose), 40° (Sensitive  
Surface), and 65° (Low Pressure Detergent)  
Application Rated for 2600 PSI to 3100 PSI. 
PN: 2.640-849.0 

 

DirtBlaster® Nozzle 
This nozzle features a high-pressure pencil jet which 
rotates at approximately 4,000 RPM to provide a  
wider cleaning area. Increases the effective cleaning  
pressure by up to 50% and is unsurpassed at  
removing stubborn dirt and solvents. Rated for  
Kärcher gas pressure washers with a PSI of  
2600-3600. Not recommended for delicate or  
painted surfaces. 
PN: 2.640-855.0

50ft Extension/Replacement Hose:  
Compatible with:  
Quick Connect and Threaded Connection     
Constructed from commercial grade rubber,  
resist kinking and able to withstand pressure  
up to 4000 PSI. Includes required adapters  
to work with all Kärcher gasoline pressure  
washers. 
PN: 9.558-124.0
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Hose (Gas Units)



Multipurpose Cleaner 
Highly concentrated formulation (20X) that produces 20 gallons  
of ready-to-use detergent. Safe to use on wood, cement, siding,  
tile, stone, brick and almost any surface. The customized deep  
cleaning formulation leaves no residue behind, providing  
exceptional results every time.  
PN: GALLON: 9.558-119.0  /  QUART: 9.558-120.0 
 
Vehicle Wash and Wax 
Highly concentrated formulation (20X) that produces 20 gallons  
of ready-to-use detergent. Safe on all automotive finishes (cars,  
SUV’s, trucks, campers, ATV’s, motorcycles, trailers, RV’s, and  
more). This revolutionary formulation contains a special blend of  
water-reactive polymers and waxes for spot-free cleaning with  
a superior shine.  
PN: GALLON: 9.558-121.0  /  QUART: 9.558-122.0 
 
The quart container features a unique Tru-Measure System  
which takes the guesswork out of diluting the concentrate.  
Fill the reservoir once for electric pressure washers and four  
times for gas pressure washers. Tru-Measure makes it easy to  
use just the right amount of detergent. The gallon bottle  
features an easy pour handle to prevent spilling and waste.  
The clear container allows you to easily gauge the remaining  
amount of detergent. 
 
 
Pump Guard 
Kärcher’s environmentally friendly Pump Guard is specifically  
formulated to prolong the life of your pressure washer. This  
custom solution will protect your pressure washer from corrosion,  
premature wear and freezing (down to -25ºF). It also adds  
lubrication to your pressure washer’s valves and seals to prevent  
sticking in the future. Ordinary anti-freeze is insufficient in this  
respect and is not recommended. Works with all Kärcher electric  
and gas powered pressure washers. Put your guard up today!   
PN: 9.558-998.0 
  
*REQUIRED FOR WINTER STORAGE
Protects from damage that can occur when residual  
water freezes within the pump. 
 

Detergents & Protectants  
(Electric and Gas Units)
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Built in 

“Tru-Measure” 

System

• Recommended for 
 most indoor and  
 outdoor surfaces 
 • Cleans wood, brick, 
 house siding, stone, 
 tile, and mores 
 • Gentle enough to   
 wash by hand

• Spot-Free cleaning 
 • Superior shine 
 • Safe for ALL  
 automotive finishes 
 • Gentle enough to  
 wash by hand

• Lubricates and  
 conditions pump  
 seals, improves  
 pump life and  
 performance 
 • Specially formulated  
 for Kärcher gas and  
 electric pressure  
 washers 
 • Required for winter  
 storage

Built in 

“Tru-Measure” 

System

20x 1 GAL = 20 GAL 
1 QT = 5 GAL
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To ensure you receive the best service possible  
and the “peace of mind” you deserve, please  
complete our convenient online registration form  
for exclusive V.I.P. membership.
 
Benefits of Registration

• Will help you obtain more efficient warranty service

• Serves as a “verification of registration” if ever lost  
 due to fire, flood, or theft

• Will help provide valuable insight regarding the  
 development of new products

• Access to special offers
• Helpful hints on how to make the most of your product

• Exclusive information on new products and innovations

We hope you enjoy your new pressure washer. For more  
helpful hints on how to get the most out of your Kärcher  
products, please visit www.KarcherResidential.com

 
Keep the following information for your records:

Location of Purchase: 

Date of Purchase: 

Serial Number: 

Model Number: 

 

Be sure to retain your sales receipt as proof of purchase  
for warranty coverage.

V.I.P. Product Registration

www.karcher-register.com 
Complete the online registration form and sign-up 
to access exclusive V.I.P. membership offers.
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